

Summer-It-Up In Uttarakhand

17th April, Dehradun: Looking to embark a hassle free and embalming summer holiday in 2019? The selection of meticulously handpicked places to go for summer holidays have been assembled and will be showcased under the first ever summer campaign in Uttarakhand. It will offer you the widest choice of exotic, cool and sun soaked locales or to put it simply, to help plan your #SummersInUttarakhand.

Uttarakhand has no dearth of locations which can surprise people looking for different settings. In addition to the mighty Himalayan peaks, mesmerizing natural landscapes or even the gems inscribed by UNESCO as World Heritage Sites, there are many options when it comes to choosing summer holiday destinations in India.

In today’s world, a summer retreat is more than just finding a destination beaming with good weather. In addition, we want it to be associated with recreational activities and Uttarakhand, hits the spot. It satisfies your thirst for thrill and one can get indulged in a variety of adrenaline boosting adventure sports like white water rafting in Ranikhet, paragliding in Nainital, bungee jumping in Rishikesh etc. Set your curiosity straight by embarking on ancient trekking routes like the Chopta-Chandrashila or visit mythological caves like Patal Bhuvaneshwar; immerse in the natural aura at the Valley of Flowers or observe the wildlife at Jim Corbett. There’s an assortment of elements, that when combined with pristine environments, gives out the indication, that Uttarakhand can be a favourable destination for your ideal ‘Summer Vacation’.

Besides taking part in the recreational world, there are many experiences that can be savoured to enjoy the summers in a different way altogether. To be a part of the real, raw and beautiful world of the State, one can choose to get served with the true hospitality by staying at Homestays and Eco-Villages. One can experience the true essence of ‘pahadi’ norms and ways but would also make them experience a home away from home.

The time to draw out your travel plan is now. To stay updated on the latest information, please stay tuned with the official digital and social media channels of Uttarakhand Tourism!!